MISSION STATEMENT

Advocate for the freedom of all Americans held hostage abroad and promote the safety of journalists worldwide.
We advocate for American Hostage Freedom by

- Raising awareness about US citizens kidnapped or wrongfully detained abroad
- Supporting individual hostages, wrongful detainees and their families
- Conducting annual research to ensure US hostage policy is prioritizing the return of our citizens held abroad and assisting their families
- Engaging with the US Congress, White House, FBI, and Department of State to push for necessary improvements in US hostage policy
- Collaborating with third party experts and partner organizations assisting families in their efforts to free their loved ones

We Promote Journalist Safety by

- Developing and implementing James W. Foley journalist safety curricula for both graduate and undergraduate university journalism programs
- Increasing access to safety training, medical insurance and security information for freelance journalists through A Culture of Safety (ACOS) Alliance and other journalism and press freedom partnerships, including annual safety training grants
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Letter from President and Founder, Diane Foley

Dear Friends of the Foley Foundation,

Our son, James Wright Foley, was an independent conflict reporter who was taken hostage in 2012 and publicly murdered in 2014 for being an American. Seven years have passed.

Thanks to your generous donation of time, talent and funding, the James W. Foley Legacy Foundation is now firmly established in Washington DC and known for its American hostage advocacy and promotion of journalist safety. We engage daily with our US government hostage enterprise, third party experts and non-profits on behalf of Americans held hostage or wrongfully detained. We annually conduct confidential qualitative research with hostage families and returned hostages to assess progress and gaps in bringing our US nationals home. We offer free preventive journalist safety modules and curricula to aspiring journalism students. All thanks to your generosity!

James W. Foley aspired to be a man of moral courage; so, the Foley Foundation seeks “to inspire moral courage one person at a time”. We hope to inspire YOU, your community, and our entire country to be people of moral courage, who take action for moral reasons despite adverse consequences. Our freedom gives us that choice daily.

Thank you for choosing to make a difference for those held hostage and for journalist safety.

My heartfelt gratitude to each of you,

Diane
Letter from Executive Director Margaux Ewen

As I write this letter, I’m preparing to leave the James W. Foley Legacy Foundation to pursue new opportunities. I am grateful for the work we have been able to accomplish over the past 3 years. I have learned so much from our board, our staff, our supporters, and, of course, the hostage families, former hostages, and reporters we have helped through our critical mission. These achievements would not have been possible without the help from our community.

What we have built together puts us in a strong position to continue advocating for the freedom of all Americans held hostage abroad and promoting the safety of journalists worldwide. Here are some highlights from 2021:

- **Launching the Congressional Task Force for Americans Held Hostage and Wrongfully Detained Abroad in June 2021.** This solidified several years of working with our partner, the Syrian Emergency Task Force, to push for its creation. Along with the adoption of the 2020 Robert Levinson Hostage Recovery and Hostage-Taking Accountability Act, this has made a profound impact in enshrining US hostage policy into law and ensures the personnel and systems that exist to support families with loved ones held abroad will remain in place.

- **Publishing our 3rd annual research study, Bringing Americans Home 2021.** Authored by Cynthia Loertscher, JWFLF’s Director of Research, this study allows for further improvements to US hostage policy by elevating the experiences of Americans held hostage and wrongfully detained abroad and their families. JWFLF currently advocates for approximately 50 former hostages and wrongful detainees, families with a loved one currently held abroad, and families who have lost a loved one in captivity. Loertscher’s data on the current number of publicly known hostages and wrongful detainees provides an effective advocacy tool and a critical data point for journalists covering this important issue.

- **Devoting additional resources to the development of James W. Foley preventive journalism safety curricula.** Tom Durkin, JWFLF Education Program Director, along with Hope Moses, our inaugural Marquette University Foley Fellow, engage with journalism and communication
departments in colleges and universities across the country. Currently, roughly 40 colleges and universities have begun using or have expressed interest in our safety curricula. As part of our annual curriculum update, which occurs on World Press Freedom Day, Durkin worked with Caitlan Coleman, a former hostage, in developing a new module on surviving kidnapping or wrongful detention. In addition, a new module covering the specific risks photojournalists face was added. Lastly, we finalized an Arabic translation of the safety modules with our partner in Lebanon, the Samir Kassir Foundation’s SKeyes Center for Media and Cultural Freedom.

- **Increasing access to safety training for freelance journalists.** JWFLF partnered with Head Set, an immersive learning system, to provide collaborative safety sessions for 30 journalists over the next year. During the first training session, five journalists from Milwaukee and Chicago participated in the Civil Unrest & Stress Management training session. As journalists around the world continue their dangerous and important work, JWFLF partners with A Culture of Safety Alliance (ACOS) and its member organizations to offer systemic improvements to freelance journalists’ safety in the field.

Despite these advances, we have work to do to ensure our government prioritizes the return of our fellow Americans who are held hostage and wrongfully detained abroad. Practicing journalism grows more dangerous, particularly with the rise in authoritarian crackdowns that impact journalists’ safety. There is much to do in 2022, but with your support, we can continue to make a difference, together.

Sincerely,

Margaux Ewen
HOSTAGE ADVOCACY

Research & publications:

- The release of our 3rd annual research study, Bringing Americans Home 2021, authored by Cynthia Loertscher, JWFLF Director of Research, helped elevate the experiences of Americans held hostage and wrongfully detained abroad and their families to improve US hostage policy. We had 42 participants and made a total of 13 recommendations.

- As of this report’s publication, Loertscher’s data showed a total of 67 Americans held in 20 countries. This data offers an effective advocacy tool and helps raise awareness about the reality of hostage taking and wrongful detention. With this publicly accessible information, JWFLF hopes more Americans recognize the risks of international travel and push their government to act to free their fellow Americans from captivity around the world.

JWFLF directly advocated for 50 families + former hostages/wrongful detainees
Hostage Policy Advocacy:

Led by Representatives Ted Deutch and French Hill, the first ever Congressional Task Force for Americans Held Hostage and Wrongfully Detained Abroad was created in June 2021. This solidified several years of work with our partner, the Syrian Emergency Task Force, to create this critical entity to better assist families with a loved one held abroad, former hostages and detainees reintegrating after captivity, and families seeking accountability for hostage-taking and wrongful detention. This study serves as an important information point for members of Congress with constituents in captivity, and for those who wish to work to free our fellow Americans held abroad.

JWFLF currently advocates for approximately 50 former hostages and wrongful detainees, families with a loved one currently held abroad, and families who have lost a loved one in captivity. We provide emotional support, strategize advocacy opportunities, connect with third-party experts, elevate cases with our government contacts, amplify public cases in the media, and raise recurring hostage and wrongful detainee issues that must be addressed through US policy change.

AMERICANS WHO RETURNED FROM CAPTIVITY IN 2021:

- **Khaled Hassan**
  Detained in Egypt
  July 2021

- **Danny Fenster**
  Detained in Mynmar
  November 2021

- **Nathan Maung**
  Detained in Myanmar
  June 2021

- **Victor Liu**
  Detained in China
  September 2021

- **Cynthia Liu**
  Detained in China
  September 2021

- **Daniel Hsu**
  Detained in China
  November 2021

- **Fernando Espinoza**
  Detained in <needed>
  December 2021

WELCOME HOME!
CURRENT NUMBER OF PUBLICLY DISCLOSED HOSTAGE AND WRONGFUL DETENTION CASES: 48‡

† JWFLF includes both U.S. Nationals and U.S. Lawful Permanent Residents (LPRs) in its data.

‡This number includes two individuals who were granted U.S. immigrant visas but were detained prior to their travel to the United States.

- Belarus
- Burkina Faso
- Cambodia
- China
- Cuba
- Egypt
- Iran
- Mali
- Myanmar (Burma)
- Nicaragua
- Russia
- Rwanda
- Saudi Arabia
- Syria
- Turkey
- Uganda
- United Arab Emirates
- Venezuela
- Yemen

This number reflects only publicly known cases. JWFLF estimates the total number of cases including those not yet made public is much larger.
STAFF

Margaux Ewen, Executive Director  MARCH 2019 - JANUARY 2022
Washington, DC
(800) 803-7010 Ext. 701
margaux.ewen@jamesfoleyfoundation.org

Amy Coyne, Director of Corporate and Community Relations
New Hampshire
(800) 803-7010 Ext. 700
Amy.coyne@jamesfoleyfoundation.org

Tom Durkin, Education Program Director
Wisconsin
tom.durkin@jamesfoleyfoundation.org

Cynthia T. Loertscher, Director of Research
New York, NY/Washington, DC
cynthia.loertscher@jamesfoleyfoundation.org
JOURNALISM SAFETY

Journalist Safety Curricula:

- In 2021, with support from the James P. Ruder Foundation, we welcomed the inaugural Marquette Foley Fellow to work with JWFLF Education Program Director Tom Durkin on amplifying university outreach. Thanks to that work, there are nearly 40 universities across the country using or expressing interest in our curricula.

- We partnered with Caitlan Coleman, a former hostage, in developing a new module on surviving kidnapping or wrongful detention. A new module on specific risks for photojournalists was also added to the James W. Foley Journalism Safety Modules. We finalized an Arabic translation of the modules with our partner in Lebanon, the Samir Kassir Foundation’s SKeyes Center for Media and Cultural Freedom.
Expanding access to safety training for journalists.

- In November 2021, we partnered with Head Set, an immersive learning system for journalists, to provide safety training for 30 reporters through October 2022. With this new partnership, JWFLF will more than triple the number of freelance reporters who are able to access important safety training through our annual grants to partner organizations providing these courses. The first training session took place on November 4th where five journalists from Milwaukee and Chicago participated in a half-day Civil Unrest & Stress Management session.

JWFLF also participated in several virtual events with our partners including:

- A Culture of Safety Alliance (ACOS) annual safety coordination meeting
- “Staying Safe: Identifying, Understanding, and Preparing for Risks” at the Double Exposure Investigative Film Festival
- Celebrating The First Amendment And 30 Years Of The Freedom Forum
- An event to call for accountability for the murder of photojournalist Anton Hammerl in Libya in 2011
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DIANE FOLEY President and Founder

Diane M. Foley is the mother of five children, including American freelance conflict journalist James W. Foley. She founded the James W. Foley Legacy Foundation in September 2014, less than a month after his public execution. Diane is currently serving as the President of JWFLF.

Since 2014, she has led JWFLF efforts to fund the start of Hostage US and the international Alliance for a Culture of Safety, ACOS. In 2015, she actively participated in the National Counterterrorism Center hostage review which culminated in the Presidential Policy Directive-30. This directive re-organized US efforts on behalf of Americans taken hostage abroad into an interagency Hostage Recovery Fusion Cell, Special Presidential Envoy for Hostage Affairs and a White House Hostage Response Group.

Previously, Diane worked first as a community health nurse and then as a family nurse practitioner for 18 years. She received both her undergraduate and master’s degrees from the University of New Hampshire in Durham, NH.

DOUG PATTESON

Doug is a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin and received his MBA from The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. He joined TURBOCAM in 2005 as its first Chief Financial Officer.

PETER VENTURA

Peter has been a member of the Leone, McDonnell & Roberts, Professional Association team since 2003. In his current role as Principal, he is responsible for multiple pension, 401(k) and 403(b) plan audits. Peter is recognized within the firm as an expert with regard to employee benefit plan audits.

SARAH (LEVINSON) MORIARTY

Sarah (Levinson) Moriarty is one of the seven children of Robert “Bob” Levinson, considered to be the longest held hostage in American history. Since Bob was taken in March 2007, Sarah has been a relentless advocate for her father, building relationships across government and private industry, with other hostages and their families, and with the United Nations Human Rights Council. Sarah and her family’s tireless efforts ultimately resulted in credible information pointing to her father’s unnecessary and unjust death in Iranian captivity. In her professional career, Sarah is an action-oriented problem solver, with a 20-year record of success spanning multiple industries. Sarah currently serves as Director of Capability Building and Workforce Optimization at Novartis Pharmaceuticals, where she is also a member of the Extended Leadership Team in Global Program Management. Sarah graduated summa cum laude with a degree in Communications from the University of Central Florida and has her M.B.A. from the Crummer School of Business at Rollins College. She lives in a small town in New Jersey with her husband and two young children.
JAMES O'BRIEN

James O'Brien is Vice Chair of Albright Stonebridge Group (ASG) and heads the firm’s Europe practice. A founder of the firm, he has worked on issues affecting consumer goods, health, entertainment, environment, media (including free speech), telecommunications, and finance. Mr. O’Brien is also a member of the management committee of Albright Capital Management LLC, an affiliated investment advisory firm focused on emerging markets. Mr. O’Brien has served two U.S. administrations as special presidential envoy, securing the release of Americans held hostage abroad and overseeing U.S. policy towards the Balkans. He has been senior advisor to the U.S. Secretary of State and served as the principal deputy director of policy planning at the State Department. He worked to end armed conflicts in Europe, helped develop non-proliferation initiatives after the Cold War, negotiated environmental agreements, and supported initiatives to investigate and prosecute persons responsible for war crimes. Mr. O’Brien earned a B.A. from Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota, a master’s degree from the University of Pittsburgh, and a J.D. from Yale Law School.

DAVID ROHDE

David is the Online News Director at The New Yorker, a global-affairs analyst for CNN and a former reporter for Reuters, the New York Times, and the Christian Science Monitor. Rohde was awarded a Pulitzer Prize in 1996 for stories that helped expose the Srebrenica massacre during the war in Bosnia, and in 2009 he shared a Pulitzer Prize with a team of Times reporters for coverage of Afghanistan and Pakistan. He is the author of three books, including “A Rope and a Prayer: A Kidnapping from Two Sides,” an account of the seven months he spent in Taliban captivity that he co-wrote with his wife, Kristen Mulvihill.

NICHOLAS RASMUSSEN

Nicholas Rasmussen is the inaugural Executive Director of the Global Institute to Counter Terrorism. Rasmussen holds appointments as Distinguished Visiting Fellow at the National Security College of Australia National University; and as Distinguished Professor of Practice at the Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law at Arizona State University. He is also a Non-Resident Senior National Security Fellow at the McCain Institute for International Leadership, where he served as Senior Director of National Security and Counterterrorism programs from 2018 to 2020. Rasmussen holds a B.A. degree from Wesleyan University and an M.P.A. from the Princeton School of Public and International Affairs.

ALI SOUFAN

Ali Soufan is Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of The Soufan Group. A leading national security and counterterrorism expert, he plays a significant advisory role in global intelligence issues. As an FBI Supervisory Special Agent, Ali investigated and supervised complex international terrorism cases, including the East Africa embassy bombings, the attack on the USS Cole, and the events surrounding 9/11. He also serves as a member of the Homeland Security Advisory Council. He is the author of Anatomy of Terror: From the Death of bin Laden to the Rise of the Islamic State and the New York Times top-10 bestseller The Black Banners: The Inside Story of 9/11 and the War Against al-Qaeda, winner of the 2012 Ridenhour Book Prize. Ali is an honors graduate of Mansfield University of Pennsylvania, where he received his undergraduate double degree in International Studies and Political Science, minoring in Cultural Studies and Anthropology. He received a Master of Arts in International Relations from Villanova University, graduating magna cum laude.
JERE VAN DYK

Jere Van Dyk, from Washington State, went to the University of Oregon (track and field scholarship), was in the U.S. Army, went to graduate school at the l’Institut d’Etudes Politiques, and began his career as an aide to U.S. Senator Henry M. Jackson in the U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

ELLEN SHEARER

Ellen is the William F. Thomas Professor of Journalism at Northwestern University’s Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications. She also is Executive Editor of Medill News Service in Washington and co-director of the Medill National Security Journalism initiative. She has written and taught extensively in the areas of political journalism, national security journalism and watchdog journalism.

COL CHRISTOPHER P. COSTA, USA, (RET)

Chris Costa is the executive director of the International Spy Museum in Washington, DC, and is an Adjunct Associate Professor for Georgetown University with the Security Studies Program – Walsh School of Foreign Studies. Costa is a leading voice on national security and counterterrorism issues and continues to play advisory roles in national security and intelligence issues. Colonel Costa earned two bronze stars for sensitive human intelligence work in Afghanistan. Assigned to the Naval Special Warfare Development Group with Navy SEALs, he served as the first civilian squadron Deputy Director. In 2013, Costa was inducted into the United States Special Operation’s Commando Hall of Honor for lifetime service to US Special Operations.

TRESHA MABLE

Tresha Mabile is a filmmaker who has documented the United States’ post-9/11 conflicts in Afghanistan, Iraq and Pakistan for CNN, Discovery, History, National Geographic, and Showtime. Tresha has worked with released Taliban hostage Caitlan Coleman, and she is currently making a film about American hostages taken by Hezbollah in Lebanon in the 1980s.

LT. COL. JOHN FOLEY  SERVED 2014-2021

Lt. Col John Foley is the brother of murdered U.S. journalist James W. Foley, who was captured and beheaded by ISIS in Syria. John Foley was deeply engaged in his family’s efforts to help recover his older brother from captivity in Syria. Today he is a strong advocate of the James W. Foley Legacy Foundation and works closely with his family and the foundation board to advance the causes of the foundation – namely to support hostage families and advocate for the safe return of U.S. hostages; to ensure the safety of conflict freelance reporters; and to educate the public about the threats to a free press.

JEN EASTERLY  SERVED 2018-2021

Jen is a Managing Director of Morgan Stanley and Global Head of the Firm’s Cybersecurity Fusion Center. She joined the firm in February 2017 after nearly three decades in U.S. Government service. Prior to joining Morgan Stanley, Jen served on the National Security Council as Special Assistant to President Obama and Senior Director for Counterterrorism, where she led the development and coordination of U.S. counterterrorism and hostage policy. Prior to that, she was the Deputy for Counterterrorism at the National Security Agency.
JIM’S LEGACY ADVISORY COUNCIL

GARY NOESNER      MICHAEL JOYCE      BOB KLAMSER      PETER BERGEN
ROBERT SAALE      RITA COLINA       ERIC LEBSON       NIZAR ZAKKA
LUKE HARTIG       FERNANDO COLINA    RACHEL BRIGGS     SAM GOODWIN
KATHY GEST        YEGI REZAIAN       DANA SHELL SMITH  MOUAZ MOUSTAFA
WENDY MORIGI      MICKEY BERGMAN     DAVID G. BRADLEY  
EMILY LENZNER     DAVID MCCRAW       JOEL SIMON        
KATE JOYCE        DELPHINE HALGAND   RICHARD GRIFFIN   


THE JAMES W. FOLEY FREEDOM AWARDS

The sixth annual James W. Foley Freedom Awards took place on August 19th, 2021. This fundraising awards event, held in place of our 2020 James W. Foley Freedom Awards and celebrating our deserving 2020 awardees, was held in person and live streamed at the National Press Club in Washington, DC.

The gala was attended and viewed by U.S. government officials, journalists, returning American hostages and their families, media organizations, press freedom non-profits, educators, students, and other members of the interested public. The event featured a special video welcome by President Barack Obama, with a keynote speech delivered by 2016 American Hostage Freedom Awardee David G. Bradley. The awards honored our four extraordinary awardees:

2020 Foley American Hostage Freedom Awardee
JASON POBLETE

2020 Foley World Press Freedom Awardee
ANNA THERESE DAY

2020 Foley Humanitarian Awardee
THE FREE BURMA RANGERS (ACCEPTED BY FOUNDER DAVID EUBANK)

James W. Foley Legacy Achievement Awardee
ALI SOUFAN

2021 JAMES W. FOLEY FREEDOM AWARDS SPONSORS

- AT&T
- The New York Times
- John & Diane Foley
- Jean Ann Wensell
- Al Jazeera Media Network
- The Washington Post
- John Kanberg
- The National Press Club
- Anonymous Hostage Family Sponsor
- Daniel Presnell
- Hostage Aid Worldwide
- Turbocam International

JAMES W. FOLEY Freedom Awards
THE EVENT PROFITED $125,681 TO DIRECTLY IMPACT THE FOUNDATION.
THE JAMES W. FOLEY FREEDOM RUN

The 7th annual James W. Foley Freedom Run took place on Saturday, October 23, 2021. Thousands of runners in New Hampshire and globally turned out to “Run for Jim”. Runners and walkers from all over the world participated in this one-of-a-kind road race to support the James W. Foley Legacy Foundation, in remembrance of James W. Foley, and of all Americans who have made the ultimate sacrifice to protect our freedoms.

The Foley Freedom Run is a traditional 5K Run/Walk held at the newly named James W. Foley Community Center in Rochester, NH, and a “Virtual” Run/Walk, bringing the event to a national and worldwide audience.

This year’s event was the most successful race ever, with 42 teams. Together we surpassed our $100,000 goal, raising nearly $143,000!

2021 JAMES W. FOLEY FREEDOM RUN SPONSORS:

- Amy B. Morrill Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
- Knight Foundation
- The Freedom Initiative
- Turbocam Inc.
- D.F. Richard Energy
- Ocean properties, LTD.
- The Family of Robert Levinson
- Albany Engineered Composites
- Alliance for Dental Care
- Atlas-Heritage Title, LLC
- Fiscal Note
- Harvard Pilgrim Health Care
- Holy Rosary Credit Union
- INetSupply.com
- Intec Automation, Inc.
- Lantos Foundation for Human Rights and Justice
- Leone, McDonnell & Roberts
- National Journal
- The Lou Eats & Drinks
- Wakefield Thermal
- Wolfeboro Corner Store
- Wolfeboro Dockside Grille and Dairy Bar
- Northeast Delta Dental
- Studley Flower Gardens
THE EVENT PROFITED $142,813 TO DIRECTLY IMPACT THE FOUNDATION.
The James W. Foley Legacy Foundation was founded in 2014 to advocate for American hostages & their families, so that no one would again experience what the Foley family went through. In 2019, we launched the Foley Freedom Fund to further grow our advocacy for American hostages and their families, and to ensure all aspiring and freelance journalists have access to preventive safety education. In 2020, we extended our fundraising goal to $1 million in order to see our vision realized: that all American hostages will return home and journalists who bring truth to light, like Jim, will be protected. Thanks to continued support from our community, we have raised a total of $245,161.06 (2019 – 2021)

We believe

- Our government should make the return of any American kidnapped or unjustly detained abroad a national priority.
- Our U.S. hostage policy must be improved to encourage the return of its citizens.
- Our government should be compassionate and transparent with American hostage families.
- Our government should encourage and cooperate with non-governmental experts willing to assist with hostage recovery.
- More must be done to prevent hostage taking through raising awareness and preventive security training, particularly for journalists.
Your support has impacted our mission

2019
Published the first non-governmental review of US hostage policy, “Bringing Americans Home” from the perspective of former hostages and their families

2020
Published the second annual non-governmental review of US hostage policy, “Bringing Americans Home” from the perspective of both former hostages and wrongful detainees, and their families

2020
Provided Hostile Environment and First Aid Training (HEFAT) to more than 60 freelancers through various partnerships since our founding

2021
Added two new James W. Foley Journalism Safety Modules to address risks of photojournalists, and how to survive kidnapping and wrongful detention (the latter in partnership with former hostage Caitlan Coleman)

2021
Partnered with the Samir Kassir Foundation Skeyes Center for Media and Cultural Freedom to publish an Arabic translation of the James W. Foley Journalism Safety Modules

2019
Hired first Executive Director based in Washington, DC to begin establishment of a Hostage Advocacy Center

2020
Unveiled the James W. Foley Journalism Safety Modules, developed in collaboration with Marquette University’s Diederich College of Communication, and now being used in over a dozen university journalism programs

2020
Expanded advocacy efforts before the US Congress through work with the co-sponsors of the Robert Levinson Hostage Recovery and Hostage-Taking Accountability Act, which has now become law and strengthens US hostage policy

2021
Worked to create the first ever Congressional Task Force for Americans Held Hostage and Wrongfully Detained Abroad led by Representatives Ted Deutch and French Hill, in partnership with the Syrian Emergency Task Force

2021
Established a pilot partnership with Head Set, an immersive learning system for journalists, to provide safety training with their course on Stress Management & Civil Unrest for 30 reporters through 2022

FOLEY FREEDOM FUND
$1 Million investment in hostage freedom and journalist safety

JAMES W. FOLEY LEGACY FOUNDATION
# DONORS

## Foley Legacy Circle
- David Bradley
- Facebook Journalism Project
- Knight Foundation
- The New York Times
- The Ruder Family
- The Soufan Group
- Turbocam Energy Solutions

## Freedom Champion
- Nick Aldridge
- Benevity Community Impact Fund
- Amanda Bennett
- Edward Cahill
- D.F Richard
- PayPal Giving Fund

## Freedom Guardian
- Frechette Family Foundation
- Michael Joyce
- Michael & Kathleen Joyce
- Mark & Terry Koller
- Carl & Suzanne Kuebler
- Network For Good
- Susan Noyes
- Perles Family Foundation Inc
- Gregory & Beth Roark
- Society of Professional Journalists Foundation
- The Cervantes Group
- The Freedom Initiative
- Jean Ann Wensell

## Freedom Ambassador
- Albany Engineered Composites
- Atlas Heritage Title
- John Byrne
- Kathryn Collison
- Molly Day
- Regina Dorrell
- Thomas & Barbara Durkin
- Jen Easterly
- Mary Ewen
- Fiscal Note
- Gaylord College of Journalism
- Lynn Grebenstein
- Intec Automation, Inc.
- Lantos Foundation for Human Rights and Justice
- Christine Levinson & Family
- Make It Better Media Group
- Mary Manita
- Martin's Point Health Care
- Rev. Paul D. Montminy
- National Press Club
- Doug & Susan Patteson
- Kiernan Pusey
- Nick Rasmussen
- Corrine Smith
- Mollie and Jon Stromberg
- The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press
- Vanguard Matching Gift Program
- Walmart
- Alisa Weinstein
- Wolfeboro Dockside Grille and Dairy Bar

## Freedom Advocate
- Jose & Cathy Abrena
- Atlantic Media
- Peter & Tresha Bergen
- Cheryl Berman
- Nadia Cavner
- Michael Christie
- Cathleen Colvin
- Paul Cox
- Dow Realty Group at Keller Williams
- John & Jennifer Dufour
- Patricia Durkin
- Richard Finke
- Rachel Finke Chambers
- Harris & Julie Galkin
- Stephen Goggin
Debra Grott  
Polly Henkel  
J. Michael & Marilyn Hickey  
Wesley Holmes  
Jan Innes  
Anne-Lise Jones  
Shana Keefe  
Robert Klamser  
Eric & Diane Lebson  
Christina Lee  
Donald Meeks  
Scott and Amanda Mertens  
Rev. Marc Montminy  
Tim & Joanna Mullen  
Northeast Delta Dental  
Joseph & Jennifer Packee  
Anne Penketh  
Mona Picciotto  
Paul & Deborah Properzio  
Kieran Ramsey  
Michael & Karen Roark  
David & Sheila Smith  
Ben St. Jean  
The Capshaw Family Charitable Fund  
The Cervantes Group  
Pete Ventura  
Judy Woodruff  
WVU Foundation  
Bryon & Suzanne Yeatts  
James & Jill Zeisler  
**Freedom Supporter**  
Rana Altenburg  
Jesse Ayala  
Paul Berry  
The Camerons  
Susan Coleman  
Robert Crootof  
Paul D’Amours  
Paul Danforth  
Scott Dawson  
Disney  
Concepcion Duran  
Thomas & Jennifer Foley  
Michael & Kristie Foley  
Kathy Gest  
Robert & Jane Gillis  
Luke Hartig  
Susan Hirshberg  
Martha Jackson  
Raffi Kapitanyan  
Henry Kara  
Jon Karl  
Sofian Khan  
Larry & Irene Kimball  
Alisson Kolodner  
David & Kelli Komendat  
Walter Landberg  
Adam and Crissy Lawrence  
Charles Lewis  
Matt Mansfield  
Dee Martin  
Brett McGurk  
Paige Morimoto  
Edward Mullen  
James OBrien  
Miles OBrien  
Eileen O’Reilly  
Beau Patteson  
Janet Perkins-Howland  
Doug Petepiece  
Barbara Pillsbury  
Anne Randolph  
Project Syndicate  
Kathleen Riordan  
Brian Roche  
Eric Schmitt  
Ellen Shearer  
Joel Simon  
Rajesh SINGARAVELU  
Edmund Sullivan III  
Ann Targonski  
Morgan Till  
Warren Topelius  
Judith Tracy  
Cristina Vadell  
Dennysse Vadell  
Jere Van Dyk  
Kathryn Walters  
M. Dennis Wharton  
Jeanne Wolf
FINANCIALS

Foundation Expenses

- Hostage Freedom & Promoting Journalist Safety: $258,465 (48%)
- Fundraising: $162,851 (31%)
- Management & General: $112,355 (21%)

Foundation Revenue by Type

- Corporate: $233,743 (43%)
- Individual: $204,789 (37%)
- Non-Profit: $62,461 (12%)
- Other: $39,429 (7%)
LOOKING FORWARD

Coming soon in 2021:

■ Freedom Awards: May 4th, 2022
■ Latest version of our James W. Foley Journalism Safety Curricula: May 2022
■ Annual research study on hostage policy impacts on hostages, wrongful detainees, and their families – September 2022
■ Freedom Run: October 15th 2022
GET INVOLVED

■ DONATE: Show your support by making a donation to the James W. Foley Legacy Foundation
  ➔ Donate to the Foley Freedom Fund by visiting https://secure.qgiv.com/for/folfrefun/
  ➔ Donate online or become a monthly supporter by visiting jamesfoleyfoundation.org/take-action
  ➔ To donate by check, please make checks payable to: James W. Foley Legacy Foundation
  200 Marcy Street, Suite 102
  Portsmouth, NH 03801
  USA

■ CONTRIBUTE: to the Foley Freedom Blog:
  We welcome posts from contributors like Americans formerly held hostage or wrongfully detained abroad and/ or their families, journalists, educators, students, advocates, JWFLF staff and others. To submit a post, please email amy.coyne@jamesfoleyfoundation.org.

■ PARTICIPATE: Join our Foley Freedom Family of compassionate, committed people. Join us and thousands of likeminded, caring people around the world for our two key events: The James W. Foley Freedom Run held annually around the globe every October and the James W. Foley Freedom Awards, held each year in Washington, DC.

■ ADVOCATE: Read our Bringing Americans Home research, Explore our safety curricula for schools of journalism, sign up for our hostage advocacy updates. Help us reunite everyday citizens with their loved ones and transform their lives and your own!

LEARN MORE •
JIM: THE JAMES FOLEY STORY

To learn more about hostage taking and the risks freelance conflict journalists take to bring us news, please view “Jim: The James Foley Story”, the award-winning documentary detailing the final days of American conflict journalist James Foley. It is available on HBO, Netflix, Amazon and YouTube.
“For some reason I have physical courage, but, really when I think about it, that’s nothing compared to moral courage. I can go and get those shots, but if I don’t have the moral courage to challenge authority, to write about things that are going to maybe have reprisals on my career, if I don’t have that moral courage, we don’t have journalism.”

- JAMES W. FOLEY October 18th, 1973 - August 19th, 2014